This paper considers three algorithms for the extraction of square roots of complex integers {called Gaussians} using arithmetic based on complex modulus p + iq. These algorithms are almost twice as fast as the analogous algorithms extracting square roots of either real or complex integers in arithmetic based on modulus p, where p is a real prime. A cryptographic system based on these algorithms is provided in this paper. A procedure reducing the computational complexity is described as well. Main results are explained in several numeric illustrations.
Introduction and Problem Statement
The concept of complex modulus was introduced by C. F. Gauss [1] . The set of complex integers is an infinite system of equidistant points located on parallel straight lines, such that the infinite plane is decomposable into infinitely many squares. Analogously, every integer that is divisible by a complex integer m = a + bi forms infinitely many squares, with sides equal to 2 2 a b  .
Complex Moduli
Let's denote . Associates of ; .
To understand the congruencies, let's consider a system of integer Cartesian coordinates. The squares on this system of coordinates are inclined to the former squares if neither of integers a, b is equal to zero [1] . Then the associates of the modulus are rotations of "vector" on 90 degrees. Let's consider the plane of complex numbers and as an example, the complex prime number [2] . Let the left-most bottom point of the mesh be the origin of the coordinate system for Gaussians, and let be the Gaussian modulus. Inside each square there is a number of Gaussian integers; plus every vertex of each square is also a Gaussian integer. In order to avoid multiple counting of the same vertex, we consider that only the left-most bottom vertex of each square belongs to that square [1] . For more insights and graphics see [2] . This paper is a logical continuation of a recently published paper [3] , which considered a cryptographic scheme based on complex integers modulo real semi-prime pq. The above mentioned paper describes an extractor of quadratic roots from complex integers called Gaussians. A slightly different approach is considered in [4] . Several general ideas for computation of a square root in modular arithmetic are provided in [5] [6] [7] . This paper considers arithmetic based on complex integers with Gaussian modulus. As demonstrated below, the extraction of square roots in such arithmetic requires a smaller number of basic operations. As a result, the described cryptographic system is almost twice faster than the analogous systems in [3, 4] .
Consider quadratic equation
where modulus
is a Gaussian prime; and let
*Dedicated to the memory of Samuel A. Verkhovsky.  
General Properties
Proposition 3 {cyclic identity}: If
 and G is a prime, then the following identity holds:
Remark 2: More details about identity (4) are provided in the Appendix in Proposition 3.A.
Proposition 4 {Modular multiplicative inverse}: if , then
Remark 3: Yet, more computationally-efficient is to solve an appropriate Diophantine equation. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
x y and  satisfy Equation (1); we denote it as
, mod 
have a real integer sotion for w, it implies that 
Step 3.1: Compute (12)
Step 4.1: if
are root does not exist;
Step
Step 6.1: if
Step 7.1 {2 square root}:
. 
Validation of Algorithm
c)
Proof: First of all, (19) implies that
Therefore, (21) and (22) has a quadratic root odulo Gaussian prime ly if
Criterion of Gaussian Quadratic
Residuosity Where 
57, 75 mod 91, 6 .
Numeric Illustration
N = 109; m = 27; z = 14. In Table 1 are the quartic roots of unity
10, 2 0,1 mod ,
Step-by-step process of extraction of the square roo and criteria of quadratic residuosity are illustrated for se 
and
Proposition 10: Suppose a) p is odd and
satisfies the f c) Resolventa R ollowing conditions:
On the other hand, 
it is necessary to compute square root of two and multiplicative inverse of two modulo G. 
Multiplicative Inverse of 2 Modulo  
Although in this case we do not directly compute
. (47) for Quadratic Root Extraction
Step 1.2:
; :
Step 2.2: if N is not a prime, then the QRE-2 algorit plicable; Step 3.2: Find a Gaussian for which hm is not ap
Step 4.2: if
Step 6.2: if
Step 5.2:
9, 2 8, 2 ; 9, 2 0,1 e      ; c) Let ; and resolventa R satisfies the following conditions: :
in Table 2 illustrate various cases of QRE-2 algo : , , is a s ot of 
  5 8 , , E e e   NB1: If , then QRE-2 algorithm is not applicable, since the square roots of do not exist. 5 8 , , e e    Table 3 belo  ; 
In (74) there are four sedonic roots of (1,0) that be pre-computed on the design stage of the QRE-3 algorithm. Although this is a non-deterministic process, each of these roots must be computed only once prior In
Step 3.1 (12) and Step 4.1 (13), two exponentiations are performed to compute   , c d to the powers m and z respectively; these operations are the most time-consuming.
However, observe ere is a simple linear relathat th tionship between m and z:
This implies that it is sufficient to execute only one exponentiation. Indeed, we initially compute   ree algorithms which extract square roots of Gaussians in arithmetic, based on Gaussian modulo reduction, are considere analyzed in this paper. Several numeric illustrations provide further explanation of these algorithms. A public ke e d yp on this arithmetic is described in the paper. This cryptographic protocol is almost twice as fast as the analogous protocols published by the author of this paper in [3, 4] . k and B. Saraswat for assistance in numeric illustrations and my gratitude to J. Jo es, A. Koval, M. Linderman, R. Rubino and mous reviewers a the an tions that improved this paper. 
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